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SPECIAL REPORTS

FROM CCC TO NUC: CHANGING WITH THE TIMES

It was not without regret that the Library of Congress made final its decision
to "bury" the old Chinese Cooperative Catalog (CCC) and give its Chinese
records a fresh beginning and wider exposure in the new microform edition of
the National Union Catalog (NUC). With the 1982 annual, the CCC ceased being
issued as a separate publication by the Catalog Management and Publication
Division. Chinese cataloging records as well as records of other non-roman
JACKPHY languages, (Japanese, Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Persian, Hebrew and
Yiddish) are now available in romanized form in NUC. Books, which is issued
monthly as computer-generated microfiche. The decision to end publication of
the vernacular CCC should not be Interpreted as an abandonment of this
Division's commitment to the best possible bibliographic coverage for our
subscribers. Rather, the decision to incorporate Chinese records within the
NUC brings us one step closer to our goal providing subscribers with the most
comprehensive and accurate bibliographic information possible at modest cost.
Our decision was not an Impulsive one, but was undertaken after several
studies of CCC content and usage and eight years of experimentation.
I think that It would be useful to review briefly the history of the CCC.
Beginning in 1970, the Library began to study ways to disseminate information
about its own and other collections of Chinese materials. Inauguration of the
overseas vernacular card printing program for Chinese, Japanese and Korean
(CJK) language materials cataloged by the Library was one step the LC took to
fill this "information gap." There was, however, a need expressed by the
Library and many East Asian libraries for a centralized listing of Chinese
materials held In major collections. The obvious solution was to include
vernacular Chinese reports in the NUC. However, when this avenue was
explored, it became apparent that the editorial costs of Including vernacular
records from participating libraries would be excessive and would
substantially increase the overall cost of the NUC. Thus, many NUC
subscribers would pay for a service they did not use.
However, the need for some means of bibliographic control over growing Chinese
collections was recognized by the Library. In 1974 agreement was reached with
the Committee on East Asian Libraries (CEAL) members for production of a
separate listing of Chinese language materials by title. The result of this
agreement, the bookform CCC, began publication in January 1975. Let me
emphasize that from the outset the CCC was conceived only as an interim
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measure for Improving the Library's service to East Asian libraries. The
manually produced CCC was, to borrow a phrase from one of the CEAL committee
members, "a quick and dirty compromise." From our Division's perspective, the
CCC was a stop-gap measure which never attained the editorial or quality
control standards we attempt to achieve In our publications. It was our only
publication that was not thoroughly edited and that Included reports that had
not been searched for duplicate entries. No added entries, cross-references
or additional location symbols were Included In order to save editorial
costs. The CCC was our only publication which Included preliminary records.
(The Inclusion of preliminary records served to notify libraries with Chinese
material collections that LC printed cards were forthcoming, thus saving them
the task of doing original cataloging themselves.)
In Its vernacular form, the CCC never attained the scope and comprehensiveness
of a National Union Catalog. With the cooperation of CEAL committee members,
a dozen libraries were selected to report holdings to the CCC. The twelve
contributors to the first edition of the CCC were Columbia, Cornell, Harvard,
and Yale University; and the Universities of California at Berkeley,
California at Los Angeles, Chicago, Illinois, Michigan, Pittsburgh,
Washington, and Wisconsin. That Impressive beginning Is misleading, however.
In the last edition of the CCC the majority of reports were contributed by
only thirty percent of the participants. This decreasing participation by
outside libraries meant that the CCC would never achieve the coverage
envisioned during the planning stages of this publication.
In 1975 we undertook a study of the content, and discovered that the large
majority (at least 87%) of the titles listed were cataloged by the Library of
Congress, with non-current titles comprising the majority of contributions
from outside libraries. A survey of our users, conducted several years ago,
Indicated that many libraries made only limited use of the catalog; rather
than bothering to search the CCC, they preferred to wait for the LC printed
cards.
From an editorial perspective, the CCC could not be regarded as a successful
publication. Economics, however, also played a major role in our decision to
cease publication. Initially, it was hoped that the CCC would prove to be a
self-supporting publication. From 1975-1977 It was published in bookform on a
monthly basis with annual cumulations. By July 1977 it was evident that the
catalog could not recover its production costs, even when changed to a less
expensive, bimonthly microfiche format. The number of subscribers, which
peaked at eighty In 1976, was never adequate to defray the heavy editorial and
production costs generated by the CCC. At the time of the final microform
edition, the 1982 annual, the number of subscribers had dwindled to
fifty-three, with only forty-seven paid subscriptions.
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Thus, for reasons both editorial and economic, it was obvious after eight
years of experimentation that the CCC had outlived its usefulness. In the
meantime, the National Union Catalog publication program was undergoing a
revolutionary transformation. In November 1982 the Division inaugurated an
automated input and update system for NUC records, and in January 1983 we
began publishing the NUC as computer-generated microfiche in register/index
format. This is the first phase of automation for the NUC. The second phase
will enable us to receive machine-readable cataloging records on magnetic
tapes directly from major bibliographic computer networks and those reporting
libraries that have their own automated systems. These radical technological
changes forced us to reassess our publications program and to make some hard
decisions. Our goal for the National Union Catalog is to publish a
bibliography that is as timely and comprehensive as possible, and one that
serves the needs of the widest possible audience. Since our automated system
does not have the capability to process non-roman scripts, we were faced with
the following choice for our Asian language materials: exclude the CJK records
from the NUC until our NUC database has the capability to accept vernacular
characters, or publish the reports in romanized form. Since the first option
could entail years of development and expenses that are as yet unknown, we
decided to compromise and bring the Chinese records into the mainstream of our
computer publications program. Like all compromises, it Is not a perfect
solution, but I think the benefits of the new NUC format more than offset the
limited advantages of the CCC.
Combining the resources of the CCC with the framework of the NUC brings the
National Union Catalog one step closer to the comprehensive bibliography and
definitive cataloging aid and acquisitions tool It was intended to be. The
register/index format of the new NUC offers users several major advantages.
First and most Important, the CJK records in the NUC represent far better
coverage. In response to our 1982-83 survey of actual and potential users,
thirty-three major college, university and research libraries with East Asian
collections indicated their willingness to report their holdings in romanized
form to the NUC. This level of participation stands in sharp contrast to the
four libraries who sent in reports to the last edition of the CCC. With the
new format readers also have the added advantage of continual access to other
holdings through the Register of Additional Locations. The register/index
format represents a quantum leap over the old system of organizing material by
title. Multiple access to all romanized records is provided by indexes
arranged by author, title, LC subject and LC series. (Instructions for
reporting romanized records to the NUC are outlined in Appendix I).
An outline of the benefits and disadvantages of each publication should help
clarify our decision for those who are not familiar with the new NUC:
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CHINESE RECORDS IN MICROFORM NUC

CHINESE RECORDS IN CCC

Major Disadvantages:

Major Advantages:

Reports of Chinese language
holdings published in
romanized form only *

Reports of Chinese language
published in vernacular script

Advantages:

Disadvantages:

Better coverage:

Limited coverage:

Thirty-three major libraries
indicated their willingness
to contribute reports to the NUC
in romanized form. Romanized reports
are already being received. (See
Appendix II for a list of libraries
which have indicated their willingness
to contribute.)

Only four libraries reported
during 1982.

Timeliness:
The NUC is issued in cumulative format
on a monthly basis.

Bimonthly issue, annual
cumulation

Register/index format:
Provides four access points
to records: by author, title,
LC subject, and LC series.

Entry by title only
Poor quality control; no
searching for duplicate entries.

Access to other locations for
monographs listed in NUC through
a companion publication, NUC. Register
of Additional Locations.

No access to additional holdings
of non-LC reports.

* Vernacular cards of Chinese materials cataloged by the Library of Congress
are available from the Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C. 20541.
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In order to accommodate those users who acquire non-roman bibliographic
material, the Library will continue to publish its Chinese, Japanese and
Korean cards with vernacular characters. East Asian libraries that have
standing orders for the purchase of these cards automatically receive all LC
cards. Libraries that do not have standing orders can quickly perform a
thorough search of the NUC through its multiple access points and order the
cards they need.
Requests for specific cards or standing orders for all vernacular catalog
cards in a particular language may be obtained from the Cataloging
Distribution Service of the Library. The cost per card is five cents; at this
rate, a complete set of LC cards for all Chinese materials cataloged in 1983
would have cost $362.50. A standing order for LC cards of all CJK materials
costs $1,000 annually. Cards are shipped approximately ten times each year.
Despite these improvements and services, we recognize that a need for
publication of vernacular records remains. Recently, there has been some
progress in the automation of vernacular cataloging. In September 1983 under
a joint project with the Research Libraries Group, LC staff began inputting
Chinese records into the RLIN (Research Libraries Information Network)
database in both vernacular script and parallel romanization. (An article by
Harriet Zais-Gabbert on this project appeared in the CEAL Bulletin, No. 72,
Oct. 1983). Records are input via Chinese-Japanese-Korean language video
terminals which are designed to interact with the RLIN system. During the
pilot project, LC staff will input approximately twenty-five percent of the
Library's CJK monographic cataloging in both vernacular and romanized form
into the RLIN system.
Records input by the Library will be returned on tape. The Library is
currently investigating the distribution of these CJK records through the MARC
Distribution Service. Our Division will use only the romanized portion of the
records for searching, distribution and inclusion in the National Union
Catalog, since our automated system does not now have the capability to
integrate these vernacular records into the MARC database. The necessary
character set processing would require vast amounts of time and money to
develop.
However, our present inability to publish non-roman scripts In the NUC should
not be equated with an unwillingness to do so. We are exploring other, more
cost-effective avenues for the automated publication of non-roman scripts.
The Library is in communication with agencies in the Far East and in the U.S.
which are developing the technology to produce non-roman scripts from
machine-readable records. If these efforts are successful and we have
sufficient funding, the Library may eventually be able to publish non-roman
scripts In the NUC. In the meantime, I ask your patience and invite your
participation in the new NUC publications program.
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Appendix I
How to Report Romanized Records to the NUC
Those libraries wishing to report romanized records for CJK materials to the
National Union Catalog should include at least the following elements, where
possible, in each record:
Title proper - parallel title : other title Information / first statement
of responsibility ; each subsequent statement or responsibility. — Edition
statement / first statement of responsibility relating to the edition. —
Material specific details. — First place of publication, etc. : first
publisher, etc., date of publication, etc. —
Extent of item : other physical details ; dimensions. — (Title proper of
series / statement of responsibility relating to series, ISSN of series ;
numbering within the series. Title of subseries, ISSN of subseries ;
numbering within subseries).
—Note(s). —
—Standard number
Each element should be fully romanized. In addition, access points, including
author, joint author, subject entries, etc., should be provided. The
reporting library should also place its symbol on each report.
Appendix II
Libraries which have indicated their willingness to contribute romanized
reports of Chinese materials in NUC. Books are: New York State Library;
University of Illinois, Urbana; University of Tennessee, Knoxville; John
Crerar Library, Chicago; McGill University; Rutgers University; National
Library of Medicine; New York Public Library; Colorado State University;
University of Oklahoma, Norman; University of Utah; University of Cincinnati;
Yale University; University of Rochester; University of California at Los
Angeles; Columbia University; Iowa State University; National Agricultural
Library; University of Minnesota, Minneapolis; Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; University of
Colorado, Boulder; Ohio State University; Washington University; Princeton
University; University of Alabama; The Center for Research Libraries;
Dartmouth College; University of California, Berkeley; University of Missouri,
Columbia; Linda Hall Library, Kansas City; University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque; and the University of British Columbia.
(Gloria H. Hsla)
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KOREAN ROMANIZATION
The Ministry of Education of the Republic of Korea has officially decided to
adopt, with minor modification, the McCune-Reishauer phonetic method as the
system of romanization for Korean. Although the Ministry in its announcement
reserved the right to make future improvements, seemingly this decision is
likely final and will end decades old controversy and confusion.
Unlike Chinese and Japanese which are monosyllabic, Korean uses a polysyllabic
system, which makes it difficult to transcribe into romanization.
Under the newly modified M-R system exceptions have been made:
1. Two vowels such as — and H may be romanized as u and o instead of by a
syllable-to-syllable transcription.
2. Such consonants as 7 , c. , B and % may be transcribed as k, t, p and
ch when they are voiceless, and as g, d, b and j when they are voiced.
T

3. The stressed consonants 3 , ^ , 3 . and k are transcribed as k , t', p'
and ch'. The double consonants such as 77 , xf, » tttt and are romanized as
kk, tt, pp and tch.
4. In romanizing personal names and historical figures, individual
preferences should be respected. Likewise, the name of the city Seoul
remains unchanged. In addition, administrative units may be romanized
in uniform forms regardless of if they are voiced or not.
C h a n g e s in Romanization

Adapted from the Korea Herald,
January 17, 1984
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Seoul

Seoul

YoDsri

Yonsei

The staff of the Center for Chinese Studies Library have discovered two
new and outstanding sources of materials. Both The China Publications
Service of Chicago and Mandarin Book Store of Hong Kong have provided
efficient and reasonably priced service to our acquisitions section.
Premier Zhao Zlyang visited our campus during his trip to the Bay Area In
January. The biographical research we conducted regarding the Premier
was utilized by university representatives who met with himn during his
visit.
(Center for Chinese Studies, University of California, Berkeley)
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